“Yes, Tiki does it.”
Tiki strives to be a powerful Open Source Wiki / Content Management System / Groupware, therefore it has its own issue tracker.
Learn more about why we are eating our own DogFood.

### Users

- Report a bug or suggest an enhancement
- Review your wishes
- Send suggestions in comments
- Submit a merge request

You are welcome to become a developer!

### Developers

- Browse the full list of submitted bugs
- Search reported items
- Respond to reports made via the tracker
- Change the status of the tracker items
- Discuss ideas and plan new features

### Visiting here for the first time?

Please do read How to Submit a new item on the Wishlist before submitting a bug or feature request.

The information on that page will help you to understand what the different fields mean and what to include in your submission.
Become a Developer!

The development of Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware is done in a collaborative fashion by a friendly community of several hundred contributors.

If you are new to open source projects or just new to Tiki, please start with TikiDevNewbie.